
PWAACS Map of Waters 

 

GEDGES LAKES 
 
Address: 
Gedges Lakes 
Gedges Hill 
Matfield/Paddock Wood 
TN12 7EA 
 
Maps: 
 

  
 
 
General Info: 
This fishery is owned by the club and as such is subject to Working Parties on Sundays and Wednesdays 
throughout the year, there are planned ones that members should try and attend to give back to the club 
in some labour to help maintain the grounds.  
There is two Car Parks (Entrances) at this venue, one is the main car park with two access paths (Sloped) 
down to the fishery, and one is a Disabled/Key Locked Car Park (At a cost, see website/membership 
renewal for latest cost) which is at the same level as most of the lakes to provide “easier” access. 
There are paths throughout the fishery and reasonably easy walks. 
This is probably this is the most used Fishery within the club, and as such can fill up but with 5+ 
lakes/ponds on the complex it is very rare there are no swims available. 
If you need to find a committee member this is the lake you will most likely find them walking around 
during the day. 
 
Fish: 
Mixed Coarse Fishery. 
Lake 1 - Runs Water with all silver species, and Carp to mid-20’s (Most 4-10lb range). 
Lake 2 - More of a silvers/tench lake, with a small number of Carp to mid-teens. 
Lake 3 - This has a Pond linked to it, and quality Silvers/ Carp to mid-20’s (not as easy as lake 1). 
Lake 4 - This has Larger high-20’s early-30’s (fewer carp), a good head of silvers, not a runs water. 
Lake 5 - More of a silver’s lake (with a few carp), has platforms and lilies.  
 
Rules: 
See www.PWAACS.com website for all rules associated with this fishery. 

http://www.pwaacs.com/


HUNTON (River Beult) 
 
Address: 
River BEULT 
Vicarage Road/West Street 
ME15 0SA 
 
Maps: 
 

  
 
General Info: 
The entrance to the fishery is on a sharp bend (be careful entering and leaving), and if coming from the 
Yalding village end you will go passed a Mill House with pond, then alongside a cut of the Beult, you will 
see a black/white chevron (sharp bend sign) and right on that bend there is an entrance with corrugated 
iron cladding with a combination lock on the right hand side (There is enough off road parking for 1 car at 
the entrance). 
There is another club that has the rights to the far bank, although it is not often fished, so this is probably 
the quietest venue the club owns to fish. 
ACCESS within the fishery – Be careful this is a remote location, you are driving on dirt paths, there is a 
bridge halfway up to the river if you drive all the the up to the main river, it is advisable (and the gate to 
drive up to the river might get locked when it gets muddy to avoid people getting stuck) to not attempt to 
drive up to the main river without checking on foot first the state of the ground. The Car park for the back 
cut is the end of the Open area after you go through the main gate before it narrows and goes through a 
gate. 
 
Fish: 
Mixed River Fishery 
This is not an easy water to fish, but has its rewards with quality fish if you can find them. The main river is 
slow moving, 20-25m wide, and deep to very deep in places (drops off to 6ft plus in the margins in some 
swims). It is a river and as such fish swim up and down it and are not contained in just our stretch, people 
have caught large eels, carp, chub tench bream, pike, roach & rudd up in the main river. The backwater 
only has about 4 or 5 pegs, and not very wide but early morning, late evening can provide a reward or two 
for anyone that wants to try something different. 
 
Rules: 
See www.PWAACS.com website for all rules associated with this fishery. 

 

 

http://www.pwaacs.com/


NEW CLAYGATE LAKES 
 

Address: 
New Claygate Lakes 
Collier Street 
Marden 
TN12 9PL 
Telephone - 07770513448 
 
Maps: 
 

 
 

General: 
There are 3 lakes at this fishery: 
EVA  - This is a mixed lake - Primarily F1’s, carp and Silvers (Right Lake, 3 islands) 
SOPHIE - This is a mixed snake lake - Primarily F1’s carp and silvers – some large bream 
AMY  - This is more the Specimen Lake and primarily carp (Middle Lake, Island in the middle) 
 
Fish: 
Mixed Commercial Fishery. 
  
Rules: 
NEW PWAACS MEMBERS are NOT eligible to fish New Claygate Lakes, you will have to wait 1 year, but can 
still fish it at FULL commercial cost. 
PWAACS Members are allowed to fish Monday – Friday on EVA and SOPHIE with 1 Rod ONLY. (Additional 
Rod costs £2 per day). Saturday, Sunday and Bank Holidays Members can phone Claygate Lakes to ask if 
there is room to fish on EVA and SOPHIE as there are matches/day tickets booked on these lakes, and you 
may be allowed to fish. 
Lake AMY (Specimen Lake) - Members will get a £2 discount per session at the full commercial rate. 
All Claygate fishery rules apply (specifically includes no keepnets rule unless the fishery specifically allows it 
after asking) – The fishery rules can be found here: newclaygatelakes.co.uk 
PWAACS members MUST show their current Membership Card on Arrival. 
There are disabled pegs on the site and they can be booked by PWAACS Members. 

http://www.newclaygatelakes.co.uk/index.html


OWLS CASTLE LAKES 
 
Address: 
Owls Castle Lakes 
Hog Hole Lane 
Lamberhurst  
TN3 8BN 
 
Maps: 
Entrance is at the bottom of a hill on the corner, galvanized double gate just before or after a farmhouse 
dependent on which way you drive in from. 
 

  
 
General Info: 
Gate Key should be on your Membership Card. 
Although the picture suggests 5 Lakes (There are 4) – Lake 1 recently been dug and depth increased. 
Be aware there are crayfish in these lakes. 
Beware of OVERHEAD POWER Cables. 
Any additional Information Required or Observations regarding these Lakes, please contact any member of 
the committee and they will address it as it is a leased property. 
Please note these lakes are shallow (especially Lake 2). 
 
Fish: 
ONLY Carp (To high doubles) and Tench (To @6lb) in all lakes.  
 
Rules: 
NO Keepnets and Unhooking Map if you own one. 
NO Night Fishing (Dawn until Dusk ONLY). 
ONLY Fish in Designated Swims. 
Park In Official Parking Area and gate MUST be locked on Entry and Exit. 
Absolutely NO LITTER, or OPEN FIRES. 
All Standard PWAACS rules also Apply. 
If these rules are NOT followed, we will lose this fishery. 
See www.PWAACS.com website for full detail 
 

http://www.pwaacs.com/


SAMS LAKES 
 

Address: 
Sam’s Lakes 
Headcorn Road/Bedlam Lane 
Smarden 
TN27 8PJ 
 
Telephone: 
Home  - 01233 - 770272 
Mobile  - 07702 – 666666 
Email  - info@sams-lakes.co.uk 
 
Maps: 
 

 
 

General: 
There are two car parks at this “leased” Fishery, one is where the PIN is showing “Sams Lakes” on the Map 
above, and one is at the top of the upper lake (This is reached by turning left before the lower car park and 
driving up a track to the grass at the top of that track – Do not go any further than that) 
 
Fish: 
Mixed Commercial Fishery 
  
Rules: 
NEW Members are NOT eligible to fish Sams Lakes, eg If your membership Card is in RED 
 Writing, after 1 year of membership that will change. 
All PWAACS members fishing these lakes MUST have their photo ID on them. 
Members (if eligible) can fish weekdays all year. 
Members may NOT fish on weekends during the period 1st April to 1st October free of charge. 
Members may NOT fish on BANK HOLIDAYS free of charge. 
Members CANNOT arrange Matches without booking them with via Sam Lakes staff. 
Members wishing to Night Fish (subject to receiving approval from Sams Lakes Staff), will be subject to the 
FULL commercial rates 
Fishing is from Dawn to Dusk (Unless otherwise agreed in advance) 
Fishery rules apply (See Sams Lakes Website)- Barbless Hooks, Carp Mats, Suitable Landing Net, if in doubt 
check. 
 



WEIRWOOD RESERVOIR 
 

Address: 
The Fishing Lodge, Weirwood Reservoir, Priory Lane, Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5HT 
Phone: 01342 822212, E-mail: bren.carp@hotmail.co.uk 
 
Maps: 
 

 
 

General: 
There are two car parks at this “leased” Fishery, one is the main Yacht Club car park and used if you are 
fishing the “South Bank” which is the bottom bank on the map, the blue marked bank is “road/tarmac” and 
reasonably flat, beyond that the red mark part of the bank is mud/dirt road and other than 3 carp pegs on 
the first point, the “pegs” aren’t obvious and you may need to go in the water. The “North Bank” which is 
the top bank on the map all red, the car park for this is that thin orange line below the dam right next to 
the water treatment works, now from this car park you walk through the gate to the water works car park 
to the far side, then up the hill (this is quite steep so travel light) this take you up the back side of the dam 
to the north side, at the top of the hill you turn left into an unmown field and walk through the field down 
to the reservoir ( Suggestion is to visit before going fishing ). 
 
Fish: 
Mixed Reservoir Fishery – Lake and River species. 
  
Rules: 
All round fishing - 7:30 until dusk. 
Members allowed half a mile of the North & South bank from the dam wall. 
All members must announce themselves on arrival with their membership card (Phone Brendan). 
There is £10 for guest day tickets or £15 24 hr (Night) ticket for guests, Members pay £10 Night Ticket. 
Keepnets allowed but no carp to be placed in one. 
Car Parks on the map and mentioned in general to be used. 
Boats can be hired at £30 per day Mon-Fri (Max 2 people), Ferry to swim available at £5 per Person. 
On site toilets 
Gate combination is given when required to access the site (North or South bank). 
PWAACS rule book on www.PWAACS.com hold other expected codes of conduct. 
Weirwood Fishery may rules also apply -  Weir Wood Carp & Coarse Fishery | Weir Wood Reservoir Carp 
Syndicate (weirwoodcarpandcoarsefishery.com) please check before attending the venue. 
 

mailto:bren.carp@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.pwaacs.com/
https://www.weirwoodcarpandcoarsefishery.com/
https://www.weirwoodcarpandcoarsefishery.com/


GREENACRES Farm Fishery 
 

Address: 
Greenacres Farm Fishery 
Sissinghurst Road 
Biddenden 
Kent 
TN27 8FL 
 
Telephone: 
Mobile  - 07933 934942 
Email  - greenacresfarmfishery@gmail.com 
Head Bailiff - Martin Parker via WhatsApp 
 
Maps: 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:greenacresfarmfishery@gmail.com


Lakes : 
 
Bluebell (Tench/Family Pond) 

 
 
 
Kingfisher (Match Lake) 

 
 
 



Heron (Coarse Lake) 

 
 
Specimen 1 (This lake is NOT Free, but is fishable at a £2 reduction) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Specimen 2 (This lake is NOT Free, but is fishable at a £2 reduction) 
 

 
 
General: 
Mixed Commercial Fishery with Multiple Lakes (5 In Total) on the Fishery which consists of two Specimen 
Lakes and 3 General commercial coarse lakes. The Lakes Heron, Kingfisher & Bluebell form part of our lease 
with Greenacres and are Free to members to fish as long as the Rules are followed. The Specimen Lakes 
are not part of the “Free Fishing” but can be fished by Members at a £2 Concession/Reduction on the FULL 
rate (Rates for these Lakes can be found on the Greenacres Website). 
There is 3 Car Parks on the fishery, there is one by the Clubhouse/Toilets as you enter the fishery on the 
Left, as you go past that there is a 2nd Parking area to the right for kingfisher lake, then if you drive down 
past kingfisher lake the is a 3rd car park for Heron and Bluebell. The specimen lakes are also accessible from 
one of these car parks but it is best to speak to the bailiff when booking for exact details of where to park 
as these lakes do have 24hr+ booking up to what looks like 72hrs, so highly likely you will be locked in the 
fishery overnight. 
 
Fish: 
Heron - Similar size/species of fish to Kingfisher but a slightly larger size, carp to low 20’s. 
Kingfisher - Match Lake with normal species, carp, roach, rudd, bream, tench, etc small to medium size. 
Bluebell - Small wooded Mr Crabtree type pond with small to medium size fish. 
Specimen 1 - Carp to 30lb+ and Perch to 5lb+ 
Specimen 2 – Carp to 30lb+, Catfish to 65lb+ and Pike to 20lb+ 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Rules: 
All PWAACS members fishing these lakes MUST have their photo ID on them, as proof of membership. 
Members can fish any day of the week, BUT MUST pre-book the lake/peg before turning up at the venue or 
they may be asked to leave the fishery. 
General Rules for the Fishery: 
Gates will be closed between 6:30pm & 7am - no takeaways or deliveries after 6pm, All under 16’s must 
be accompanied by an adult at all times, The owners accept no responsibility for loss or damage to any 
possessions or vehicles whilst on these premises, The owners accept no responsibility for any personal 
injury whilst on these premises, please take all rubbish home - anyone seen leaving litter will be asked to 
leave the premises, please dip mats and slings before fishing & NO wading. 
The Additional Lake rules are: 
NO bait boats, NO braided main line, NO nuts of any kind, NO leadcore, NO trout pellets (Carp pellets only), 
NO fixed leads, barbless hooks only, please take all rubbish home, please dip mats and slings before fishing 
NO wading & USE unhooking mats (Specimen Lakes). 


